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Our ERP package "COMPANY" is a business software suite geared for 
large corporations in any industry. The HR series in COMPANY holds the 
No. 1 market share and is considered the de facto standard by major 
Japanese corporations, along with the accounting series and SCM series.

Works Applications is the only company that has won top share in a single country 
ahead of European and North American ERP vendors such as SAP and Oracle.

Share of companies that have purchased ERP for large 
corporations in 2012 : No. 1 in Japan （32.4%）

Share of sales of licenses for personnel and payroll packages 
for large corporations in 2012 : No. 1 in Japan （53.1%）

Share of sales of licenses for finance and accounting packages 
for large corporations in 2012 : No. 2 in Japan （20.4%）
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Become
the Top Engineer

in the world

The first global software provider from Asia

Unlimited career
in diversified workplaces

Investing over 5 million JPY
in your talent

Performance of WORKS APPLICATIONS

■Company Name : Works Applications Co., Ltd.

■Established : July 1996

■Executive Officers
　Chief Executive Officer : Masayuki MAKINO
　Chief Operating Officer : Takashi ABE
　Chief Technical Officer  : Yoshiro ISHIKAWA

■Paid-in Capital : JPY 3,626,506,000

■Head Office
　Ark Mori Bldg.19F, 1-12-32, Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-6019, JAPAN
　［Overseas Offices］Shanghai, Singapore, N.Y.

■Business Outline
　Development, sales, and support of COMPANY®, an ERP software 　
　package for large-sized corporations

■Number of Employees  
　2,636［Consolidated］, 2,092［Non-consolidated］(As of Dec 31, 2012）
■Company Website
　［Company & Products］ http://www.worksap.co.jp/

　［Recruiting Information］ http://career.worksap.co.jp/

Company Data

□Available Positions : Research & Development Engineer and Research & Development Technologist

□Expected Number of Positions : 100 positions (recruitment in China and India）
□Requirements : - Development experience in C++ or Java
   - B.D., M.A., or Ph.D.
   - Must be available to start between April and October 2014

□Language : -Communication skills in English
  -Japanese not required

□Employment Policy : Lifetime employment (after a half-year trial period）
□Compensation Package : Salary: Annual salary

□Starting Salary : from 5 million JPY.*
  *reset to an amount between 5 million JPY and 6 million JPY based on performance during the training period

□Raises and Bonuses : Two annual raises and two annual bonuses*
  *Employees whose achievements exceed expectations will also receive a performance bonus

□Work Locations : Tokyo, Shanghai, Singapore

□Work Hours : Flextime (no core time）

※details to be announced at the seminar

※
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Your Talent meets
UNLIMITED
Possibilities
Working at Works Applications will provide you with 
diverse experiences and thrills not normally available 
at Japanese companies – or European or North Ameri-
can companies, for that matter. Works Applications is 
where you’ll apply your talents and maximize your 
potential in just the right field for you.

Works Applications is the world’s first company ever to put cloud 
computing into practical use for enterprise-oriented business systems. 
Here you will have the chance to apply your talents to a field at the very 
forefront of technology. Build your career on the foundation of 
state-of-the-art technology such as cloud computing, data analysis, 
virtualization, open technology, and other advanced technologies.

S tate-of-the-art C reativity

Unlimited Recruitment
of Unlimited Talent

Key Aspect  1

Key Aspect  2

Company Philosophy  1

Company Philosophy  2

Diversity will
strengthen our R&D.

G lobal A uthority

F airness S alary

Our company philosophies are ambitious ones only 
achievable by a top-class global problem-solving group. 
To succeed we must gather together the best human 
resources from around the world. Works Applications 
never ‘weeds out’ applicants by comparison. We hire 
only the people we recognize as the best. When all the 
applicants are the best, we hire all the applicants.

Works Applications has established R&D centers in 
Tokyo, Shanghai, and Singapore and populated them 
with engineers from China, India, Singapore, Japan and 
the other countries. About 100 foreign engineers have 
joined our company in the past three years.  One of the 
greatest advantages of our R&D centers is the genera-
tion of new ideas, through collaboration among our best 
engineers and their diverse views. Further on, we will 
continue hiring talented engineers from more countries.

We never think of ‘overseas sites’ as mere ‘off-shore development 
points’ or ‘outsourcing destinations.’ To the contrary, we believe 
that all-inclusive and equal collaboration between the head office 
and the overseas subsidiaries is the pathway to the top on a global 
scale. Working toward a single goal, we provide collaboration in 
work and in learning for everyone, wherever they may be in the world.

Nationality, gender, and age have no bearing on our evaluations or 
pay. Our Equal Promotion System and Annual Salary System are 
integrated with your ability and performance evaluated by our 
'Process Evaluation Principle' and 'Multifaceted Evaluations'. These 
evaluation systems are designed to identify, fairly recognize and 
encourage people involved in more complex and challenging tasks.

Works Applications is more than just a system integration contrac-
tor. Creative minds are needed here – minds that decide what, how, 
and when to create; minds that consistently bring their creations to
fruition based on ‘0 to 1 thinking’ instead of building products 
exactly as ordered by clients.

The first of our philosophies values social contribution to 'the economy and corpora-
tions'. We believe that improvements in IT investment efficiency and operation 
efficiency through IT will enhance international competition between countries and 
between companies. Our products also offer key features unavailable from European 
and North American packaged software for business （ERP）. The European and North 
American ERP are often weak in supporting Asia’s complex business practices and 
in-house systems. Convinced that now is the time for an Asian-born ERP, we are 
developing the product 'COMPANY'. To lead this difficult challenge to success our 
vigorous push to find the latest technologies and product features is naturally required .

From your first year with us you will be immersed in big projects 
that give you the chance to maximize your potential in environments 
where you can work intensively with pride. We will set your growth 
speed to maximum and raise the bar as you grow by assigning you 
more challenging work, greater authority, and wider responsibili-
ties. The best people advance quickly: some of our employees 
become managers in two to three years.

The set annual salary when you begin your career at Works Applica-
tions is 5 million JPY. We make this investment in the belief that you, 
a newcomer who has passed our strict screening process, are worthy 
of this amount. Your salary increases over time will be commensurate 
with your performance and commitment to taking on new challenges.

Original Excitements
from Asia Will

Change the world
How can Works Applications provide you with ‘Unlimited Possibili-
ties’? Through unrelenting persistence, Works Applications has 
taken the Japanese ERP industry by storm. We continue to expand 
our operations with the aim of becoming the first Asian-born global 
software provider. Behind this are our unique company philoso-
phies and management policies oriented towards social contribu-
tion. Our one-of-a-kind corporate philosophies and management 
policies offer ‘unlimited possibilities’ unavailable from other 
companies in Japan, Europe, or North America.

Be an 'explorer' of advanced technology. Make the great leap to a software 'creator'.

No distinction between head office and overseas Challenging work from your first year

Evaluation & compensation based on your ability Salary of 5 million JPY to start

Bring Asian IT ROI
to World Level.

Our second philosophy values social contribution to 'human resources'. We seek 
to send out human resources from Asia to innovate the world. We see our 
company as an environment where talented individuals perpetually grow and 
succeed. For this reason, we continuously provide our best personnel with 
one-of-a-kind projects, new challenges, and an environment and system where a 
challenging spirit and commitment to growth are recognized and rewarded.

Provide an exciting field
for excellent talents.

Original Excitements
from Asia Will

Change the world


